Enterprise Analytics
(Also known as Pyramid Analytics or BI Office)
Panel Resets in the dashboard in Enterprise Analytics
How can you reset the panels in the dashboard in Enterprise Analytics?

So you have been working in the dashboard. You have sliced and diced and manipulated the panels to where you think you want them. The phone rings. You get called away and when you return to the dashboard you have no idea where you left off. There two ways to reset the panels so that you can start over.

The first method to reset the panel can be performed by right clicking in the blank area outside of the chart/grid. A pop-up screen will display:

At the bottom of the pop-up there is an option to Panel Reset. This reset option will ONLY reset the panel in which you are working.

The second method for resetting the panels is by performing an All Panel Reset, whereby all panels on the tab of dashboard get set back to their default state. This reset can be performed by hovering over the Pyramid in the top right hand corner and simply selecting the “Reset All Panels” option from the top of the steering wheel.
If you run into any issues accessing the dashboard, contact Enterprise Analytics at:
Ph: (928) 523-1511 or analytics@nau.edu